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Let us now show that n= nW 0 , which implies that there are no black-to-black

internal edges. Let us say the number of white multi-vertices is n+q; we want to

show that q=0. From the definition of k,

k = 2nB + nW 0 � nI = 2nB + (n+ q)� nI = 3nB + 2 + q � nI , (2.5)

from which we see that for k = 2, 3nB = nI q. But 3nB � nI on general grounds,

and so we must have that q=0, and hence 3nB=nI . Because q=0, there is one leg

connected to each white multi-vertex (nW 0 =n); and because 3nB=nI , there can be

no black-to-black internal edges. Thus every black vertex connects to precisely three

external legs via white multi-vertices, as we wanted to prove.

Therefore, any MHV (k = 2) on-shell diagram corresponding to an ordinary

function of the external data (n�=0) with kinematical support will involve precisely

(n 2) black vertices, each of which is attached to exactly three external legs via

white vertices. Thus, we can label any such diagram by a set T consisting of triplets

⌧ 2T of leg labels for each of the (n 2) black vertices.

We can illustrate how this labeling works with the following examples:
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Notice that because there is no preferred way to order the external legs of a non-

planar diagram, there is no preferred way to order the triples. And so while we

have chosen a particular ordering for each triple in the examples above, these choices

should be viewed as completely arbitrary.
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The first instance of this phenomenon is extremely simple and trivial. Consider

an analog of the “factorization channel” diagram (2.22), but connecting two black

vertices. Because these vertices require that all the e�’s be parallel, it makes no

physical di↵erence how they are connected. And so, on-shell diagrams related by,

(2.28)

represent the same on-shell form. Thus, we can collapse and re-expand any chain

of connected black vertices in anyway we like; the same is obviously true for white

vertices. Because of this, for some purposes it may be useful to define composite black

and white vertices with any number of legs. By grouping black and white vertices

together in this way, on-shell diagrams can always be made bipartite—with (internal)

edges only connecting white with black vertices. We will, however, preferentially

draw trivalent diagrams because of the fundamental role played by the three-particle

amplitudes.

There is also a more interesting equivalence between on-shell diagrams that will

play an important role in our story. We can see this already in the BCFW represen-

tation of the four-particle amplitude given above, (2.20). The picture is obviously not

cyclically invariant—as a rotation would exchange its black and white vertices. But

the four-particle amplitude of course is cyclically invariant; and so there is another

generator of equivalences among on-shell diagrams, the “square move”, [80]:

(2.29)

The merger and square moves can be used to show the physical equivalence of

many seemingly di↵erent on-shell diagrams. For instance, the following two diagrams

generate physically equivalent on-shell forms:

(2.30)
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Scattering amplitudes



Plan of the talk

✤ Physics motivation, scattering amplitudes

✤ On-shell diagrams / plabic graphs, connection to 
positive Grassmannian

✤ Status of non-planar on-shell diagrams



Physics motivation



Scattering process

✤ Interaction of elementary particles

✤ Initial state      and final state  

✤ Scattering amplitude

✤ Example:                            or                        etc.

✤ Cross section:                                   probability

|ii |fi

e+e� ! e+e� e+e� ! ��

� =

Z
|M|2 d⌦

Mif = hi|fi



Quantum field theory

✤ Theory is defined by Lagrangian

✤ Weakly coupled theory

✤ Representation in terms of Feynman diagrams 

M = M0 + gM1 + g2 M2 + g3 M3 + . . .

L = L(Oj , gk) Lint = e �µ A
µ



Analytic structure of amplitudes

✤ Tree-level: rational functions

✤ Loops: polylogarithms and more complicated

⇠ g2

(p1 + p2)2
Only poles

⇠ log2(s/t)

Branch cuts

⇠
Z

d4`

`2(`+ p1)2(`+ p1 + p2)2(`� p4)2

Integrand



Complexity of calculation

✤ Sum of Feynman diagrams

(k1 · k4)(✏2 · k1)(✏1 · ✏3)(✏4 · ✏5)

Brute force calculation
100 pages of result
for 6pt amplitude



Parke-Taylor formula

✤ Within a year they realized 

 

M6 = h12i3
h23ih34ih45ih56ih61i



Spinor helicity variables

✤ Standard SO(3,1) notation for momentum

✤ We use SL(2,C) representation

pµ = (p0, p1, p2, p3)

pab = �µ
abpµ =

✓
p0 + ip1 p2 + p3
p2 � p3 p0 � ip1

◆

On-shell: p2 = det(pab) = 0

Rank (pab) = 1

pj 2 R

paḃ = �a
e�ḃ

� ! t� e� ! 1

t
e�

p ! p



On-shell diagrams
(Arkani-Hamed, Bourjaily, Cachazo, Goncharov, Postnikov, JT 2012)



✤ Two options

Three point kinematics

pµ = �µ
aȧ�a

e�ȧ

Spinor helicity variables

h12i = ✏ab�1a�2b

[12] = ✏ȧḃ�1ȧ�2ḃ

�1 ⇠ �2 ⇠ �3

e�1 ⇠ e�2 ⇠ e�3
Two solutions for

3pt kinematics
p21 = p22 = p23 = (p1 + p2 + p3) = 0



✤ Two solutions for amplitudes

Three point amplitudes

h1 h2

h3

h1
h2

h3

h1 + h2 + h3  0

h1 + h2 + h3 � 0

A3 = h12i�h1�h2+h3h23i+h1�h2�h3h31i�h1+h2�h3

A3 = [12]+h1+h2�h3 [23]�h1+h2+h3 [31]+h1�h2+h3

Supersymmetry: amplitudes of super-fields
(all component fields included)



✤ In N=4 SYM: no need to specify helicities

Three point amplitudes

A(1)
3 =

�4(p1 + p2 + p3)�4([23]e⌘1 + [31]e⌘2 + [12]e⌘3)
[12][23][31]

A(2)
3 =

�4(p1 + p2 + p3)�8(�1e⌘1 + �2e⌘2 + �3e⌘3)
h12ih23ih31i

Fully fixed in any QFT up to coupling

Easy book-keeping



P

✤ Let us build a diagram

Gluing three point amplitudes

Multiply four three
point amplitudes

P1

P2

P3

P4

= A(1)
3 (1P1P4)⇥A(2)

3 (2P2P1)⇥A(1)
3 (3P3P2)⇥A(2)

3 (4P4P3)

= A4(1234)



✤ Recursively build higher amplitudes from lower

✤ We get sum of diagrams: tree-level + integrand

+

BCFW recursion relation

+=

X

L,R

(Britto, Cachazo, Feng, Witten 2004)



✤ Arbitrary graph: cut of loop integrand

✤ Parametrized by 

On-shell diagrams

n, k k = 2B +W � P

k - helicity information, SU(4) R-charge in N=4 SYM



On-shell diagrams = plabic graphs



✤ Draw a graph with two types of three point vertices

✤ Associate variables with the face of diagram

Face variables

Thus, the final relations involving the e�’s is encoded by the matrix C ⌘
✓
1 0 c1 3 c1 4
0 1 c2 3 c2 4

◆
.

Notice that only certain combinations of edge-weights appear in the equations.

This happens for a very simple—and by now familiar—reason. Think of the GL(1)-

redundancy of each vertex as a gauge-group, with the variable of a directed edge

charged as a “bi-fundamental” of the GL(1)⇥GL(1) of the vertices it connects.

Since the configuration C must be invariant under these “gauge groups”, only gauge-

invariant combinations of the edge variables can appear. And just as we saw in the

previous subsection, these combinations are those familiar from lattice gauge theory

and can be viewed as encoding the flux though each closed loop in the graph—that

is, each of its faces. Fixing the orientation of each face to be clockwise, the flux

through it is given by the product of ↵e (↵�1
e ) for each aligned (anti-aligned) edge

along its boundary. For future convenience, we define the face variables fi to be

minus this product.

Applying this to the example above, we find:

, with

f1=

↵�1
1 ↵�1

5 ↵2

f4=

↵4 ↵8 ↵1

f0=

↵5 ↵6 ↵7 ↵
�1
8

f2=

↵�1
2 ↵�1

6 ↵�1
3

f3=

↵3 ↵
�1
7 ↵�1

4

The boundary-measurements cAa can then be expressed in terms of the faces by

cAa = �
X

�2{A a}

Y

f2b�

(�f) , (4.61)

where b� is the ‘clockwise’ closure of �. (If there are any closed, directed loops, the

geometric series of faces enclosed should be summed.) The faces of course over-count

the degrees of freedom by one, and this is reflected by the fact that
Q

i(�fi) = 1.

c1 3 = f0 f3 f4 c1 4 = f0 f4
� f4

c2 3 = f0 f1 f3 f4 c2 4 = f0 f1 f4

– 40 –

with the property
Y

j

fj = �1



Perfect orientation

✤ Back to on-shell diagrams

✤ Not unique, always exists at least one

✤ Two (k) incoming, two (n-k) outgoing

Thus, the final relations involving the e�’s is encoded by the matrix C ⌘
✓
1 0 c1 3 c1 4
0 1 c2 3 c2 4

◆
.

Notice that only certain combinations of edge-weights appear in the equations.

This happens for a very simple—and by now familiar—reason. Think of the GL(1)-

redundancy of each vertex as a gauge-group, with the variable of a directed edge

charged as a “bi-fundamental” of the GL(1)⇥GL(1) of the vertices it connects.

Since the configuration C must be invariant under these “gauge groups”, only gauge-

invariant combinations of the edge variables can appear. And just as we saw in the

previous subsection, these combinations are those familiar from lattice gauge theory

and can be viewed as encoding the flux though each closed loop in the graph—that

is, each of its faces. Fixing the orientation of each face to be clockwise, the flux

through it is given by the product of ↵e (↵�1
e ) for each aligned (anti-aligned) edge

along its boundary. For future convenience, we define the face variables fi to be

minus this product.

Applying this to the example above, we find:

, with

f1=

↵�1
1 ↵�1

5 ↵2

f4=

↵4 ↵8 ↵1

f0=

↵5 ↵6 ↵7 ↵
�1
8

f2=

↵�1
2 ↵�1

6 ↵�1
3

f3=

↵3 ↵
�1
7 ↵�1

4

The boundary-measurements cAa can then be expressed in terms of the faces by

cAa = �
X

�2{A a}

Y

f2b�

(�f) , (4.61)

where b� is the ‘clockwise’ closure of �. (If there are any closed, directed loops, the

geometric series of faces enclosed should be summed.) The faces of course over-count

the degrees of freedom by one, and this is reflected by the fact that
Q

i(�fi) = 1.

c1 3 = f0 f3 f4 c1 4 = f0 f4
� f4

c2 3 = f0 f1 f3 f4 c2 4 = f0 f1 f4
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Perfect orientation

White vertex: one in, two out
Black vertex: two in, one out



Boundary measurement

✤ Define elements of               matrix

✤ Example:

cab = �
X

�

Y

j

(�fj)

(k ⇥ n)

incoming

Perfect orientation

✤ Back to on-shell diagrams

✤ Not unique, always exists at least one

✤ Two (k) incoming, two (n-k) outgoing

Thus, the final relations involving the e�’s is encoded by the matrix C ⌘
✓
1 0 c1 3 c1 4
0 1 c2 3 c2 4

◆
.

Notice that only certain combinations of edge-weights appear in the equations.

This happens for a very simple—and by now familiar—reason. Think of the GL(1)-

redundancy of each vertex as a gauge-group, with the variable of a directed edge

charged as a “bi-fundamental” of the GL(1)⇥GL(1) of the vertices it connects.

Since the configuration C must be invariant under these “gauge groups”, only gauge-

invariant combinations of the edge variables can appear. And just as we saw in the

previous subsection, these combinations are those familiar from lattice gauge theory

and can be viewed as encoding the flux though each closed loop in the graph—that

is, each of its faces. Fixing the orientation of each face to be clockwise, the flux

through it is given by the product of ↵e (↵�1
e ) for each aligned (anti-aligned) edge

along its boundary. For future convenience, we define the face variables fi to be

minus this product.

Applying this to the example above, we find:

, with

f1=

↵�1
1 ↵�1

5 ↵2

f4=

↵4 ↵8 ↵1

f0=

↵5 ↵6 ↵7 ↵
�1
8

f2=

↵�1
2 ↵�1

6 ↵�1
3

f3=

↵3 ↵
�1
7 ↵�1

4

The boundary-measurements cAa can then be expressed in terms of the faces by

cAa = �
X

�2{A a}

Y

f2b�

(�f) , (4.61)

where b� is the ‘clockwise’ closure of �. (If there are any closed, directed loops, the

geometric series of faces enclosed should be summed.) The faces of course over-count

the degrees of freedom by one, and this is reflected by the fact that
Q

i(�fi) = 1.

c1 3 = f0 f3 f4 c1 4 = f0 f4
� f4

c2 3 = f0 f1 f3 f4 c2 4 = f0 f1 f4
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Perfect orientation

White vertex: one in, two out
Black vertex: two in, one out

sum over all
allowed paths

product of all face
variables to the 
right of the path

if b incoming

cab = 0

c13 = ⇤, c14 = ⇤, c23 = ⇤, c24 = ⇤

caa = 1

c11 = c22 = 1 c12 = c21 = 0



Entries of matrix

Thus, the final relations involving the e�’s is encoded by the matrix C ⌘
✓
1 0 c1 3 c1 4
0 1 c2 3 c2 4

◆
.

Notice that only certain combinations of edge-weights appear in the equations.

This happens for a very simple—and by now familiar—reason. Think of the GL(1)-

redundancy of each vertex as a gauge-group, with the variable of a directed edge

charged as a “bi-fundamental” of the GL(1)⇥GL(1) of the vertices it connects.

Since the configuration C must be invariant under these “gauge groups”, only gauge-

invariant combinations of the edge variables can appear. And just as we saw in the

previous subsection, these combinations are those familiar from lattice gauge theory

and can be viewed as encoding the flux though each closed loop in the graph—that

is, each of its faces. Fixing the orientation of each face to be clockwise, the flux

through it is given by the product of ↵e (↵�1
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along its boundary. For future convenience, we define the face variables fi to be

minus this product.

Applying this to the example above, we find:
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where b� is the ‘clockwise’ closure of �. (If there are any closed, directed loops, the

geometric series of faces enclosed should be summed.) The faces of course over-count

the degrees of freedom by one, and this is reflected by the fact that
Q

i(�fi) = 1.

c1 3 = f0 f3 f4 c1 4 = f0 f4
� f4

c2 3 = f0 f1 f3 f4 c2 4 = f0 f1 f4
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Perfect orientation

✤ Back to on-shell diagrams

✤ Not unique, always exists at least one

✤ Two (k) incoming, two (n-k) outgoing

Thus, the final relations involving the e�’s is encoded by the matrix C ⌘
✓
1 0 c1 3 c1 4
0 1 c2 3 c2 4

◆
.

Notice that only certain combinations of edge-weights appear in the equations.

This happens for a very simple—and by now familiar—reason. Think of the GL(1)-
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charged as a “bi-fundamental” of the GL(1)⇥GL(1) of the vertices it connects.

Since the configuration C must be invariant under these “gauge groups”, only gauge-
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previous subsection, these combinations are those familiar from lattice gauge theory

and can be viewed as encoding the flux though each closed loop in the graph—that
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Perfect orientation

White vertex: one in, two out
Black vertex: two in, one outcab = �

X

�

Y

j

(�fj)

Apply on our example



Connection

C =

✓
1 0 f0f3f4 f4(1� f0)
0 1 �f0f1f3f4 �f0f1f4

◆
R = Mtree

1 Mtree
2 Mtree

3 Mtree
4



Connection

C =

✓
1 0 f0f3f4 f4(1� f0)
0 1 �f0f1f3f4 �f0f1f4

◆
R = Mtree

1 Mtree
2 Mtree

3 Mtree
4

R =

Z
df0
f0

df1
f1

df2
f2

df3
f3

�(C · Z) Z = (�, e�, e⌘)



Amalgamation of 3pt vertices

�(1)(C · Z) = �1⇥2(C · e�)�2⇥2(� · C?)�1⇥4(C · e⌘)
�(2)(C · Z) = �2⇥2(C · e�)�2⇥1(� · C?)�2⇥4(C · e⌘)

C =
�
1 z1 z2

�

A(1)
3 =

Z
dz1 dz2
z1z2

�(1)(C · Z)

A(2)
3 =

Z
dz1 dz2
z1z2

�(2)(C · Z)

C =

✓
1 0 z1
0 1 z2

◆



Logarithmic form

✤ Delta functions
�(C↵��

a
�) �(C↵�e⌘A� )⇥ ⇥�(C · Z) ⌘

R =

Z
df1
f1

df2
f2

. . .
dfm
fm

�(C · Z) ↵ = 1, . . . , k
� = 1, . . . , n

a, ȧ = 1, 2
A = 1, . . . , 4�(C?

��
e�ȧ
�)

� = 1, . . . , n� k

Solves for some/all
parameters fj

�(4)(�a
�
e�ȧ
�)

Momentum conservation:
quadratic condition

Grassmannian linerizes



GL invariant form

✤ Equivalent way to write differential form

✤ GL(k) manifest, dlog property not manifest.

✤ Analogous for higher k, consecutive minors

✤ Delta functions for external kinematics 

⌦ =
1

VolGL(3)

dn⇥kC↵a

(123)(234)(345) . . . (n12)

(Arkani-Hamed, Cachazo, Cheung, Kaplan 2009)



Positive Grassmannian
(Postnikov 2005)



Grassmannian

✤ Describe k-dimensional plane in n-dimensional space

✤ Choose k basis vectors     on this plane
0

BBB@

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
...

...
...

...
...

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤

1

CCCA

n
vj

v1
v2

vk

0

BBB@

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
...

...
...

...
...

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤

1

CCCAk

Mod out by GL(k):
Choice of basis vectors G(k, n)

Grassmannian



Positive Grassmannian

✤ Real space, demand that all main minors are positive

✤ Positive Grassmannian

✤ Top cell:                dimensional space

✤ Boundaries when consecutive minors are zero

0

BBB@

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
...

...
...

...
...

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤

1

CCCAk

n
���������

⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤
...

...
...

...
⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤

���������

� 0k

k

G+(k, n)

k(n� k)



Entries of matrix

✤ The matrix is

✤ There always exists choice of signs for       such that 

✤ For our case:

C =

✓
1 0 f0f3f4 f4(1� f0)
0 1 �f0f1f3f4 �f0f1f4

◆
f2

eliminated

fi
C 2 G+(k, n)

m12 = 1
m13 = �f0f1f3f4
m14 = �f0f1f4

m23 = �f0f3f4
m24 = �f4(1� f0)

m34 = f0f1f3f
2
4

f0 < 0

f4 < 0

f1 < 0

f3 > 0

All minors positive



Positive Grassmannian  
from on-shell diagram

✤ On-shell diagram: method how to generate 

✤ All cells can be generated using on-shell diagrams

C 2 G+(k, n)

✓
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤

◆

����
⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤

���� � 0



Identity moves

✤ The on-shell diagram is not unique for the cell

✤ Identity moves anywhere in the diagram

✤ This preserves the cell in positive Grassmannian



Permutations

✤ Set of on-shell diagrams: 

✤ Isomorphic to permutation of n indices

✤ Example:

Reduced diagrams

n ! �(n)
(modulo identity moves)

Of course, this works equally-well for more complex on-shell graphs; for example,

the graph which gives the four-particle tree-amplitude, (2.20), is associated with the

following permutation:

{3, 4, 1, 2}

,
 
1 2 3 4
# # # #
3 4 1 2

!
(3.5)

It is very easy to see that such “left-right paths” allow us to define a permutation

for any planar graph constructed with black and white vertices (not only those which

are trivalent). Starting from any external leg of such a graph, this path will always

lead back out to the boundary; and because any path can be trivially reversed

(by exchanging the roles of black and white), it is clear that every external leg

is the terminus of some such path. And so, the left-right paths do indeed define a

permutation of the external legs.

Actually, left-right paths associate each graph with a slight generalization of

an ordinary permutation known as a decorated permutation—a generalization which

allows for two types of fixed-points. By convention, we always consider a left-right

path to permute each label ‘to its right’—in other words, we think of the paths as

being associated with a map � :{1, . . . , n} 7!{1, . . . , 2n} such that a  �(a)  a+n

and taking �(a) modn would be an ordinary permutation. The two types of fixed

points correspond to the cases of �(a) = a or �(a) = a+n. For the sake of simplicity,

for the rest of this paper we will refer to these decorated permutations simply as

‘permutations’ and denote them by “{�(1), . . . ,�(n)}”.
This allows us to di↵erentiate between 2n possible ‘decorations’ of the trivial

permutation. Such ‘decorations’ arise for graphs such as,

(3.6)

which would be labeled by a ‘permutation’ {1, 7, 3, 9, 5}. Although such empty graphs

are themselves of little direct relevance to physics, they will play an important role

in the general toolbox—as we will see in the following subsection.

Associated with any permutation is a number, k, which is the number of a 2
{1, . . . , n} which are mapped ‘beyond n’ by �—that is, for which �(a) > n. This

number is also given by the mean value of �(a) � a: k ⌘ 1
n

P
a(�(a) � a). To see
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✤ Face variables are cluster X-variables

✤ Identity moves: cluster transformations on face 
variables - compositions of cluster mutations

Cluster variables

Cluster Poisson variety (Fock, Goncharov 2003)

(Fomin, Zelevinsky 2001)



Stratification of the space

✤ Top cell: no minors vanish

✤ Boundaries: some minors vanish - corresponds to 
vanishing face/edge variables

✤ In the diagram: remove an edge

✤ Differential form: taking the residue - remove one 
variable

Reszd=0 ⌦d = ⌦d�1⌦d =
dz1
z2

. . .
dzd
zd



Cell in the Positive Grassmannian

✤ Cell in                 : specified by a set of non-vanishing 
Plucker coordinates

✤ Corresponds to configuration of points in 

G+(k, n)

Pk�1

The Positive Grassmannian

I Grassmannian G(k, n): space of k-dimensional planes in n
dimensions, represented by k ⇥ n matrix modulo GL(k),

C =

0

B@
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤ ⇤
...
...
...
...
...
...

⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤ ⇤

1

CA =

0

B@
v1
...
vk

1

CA =
�
c1 c2 . . . cn

�

I We can think about it as collection of k vectors v1, . . . , vk in
n dimensions which specify the plane.

I We consider a positive part of G(k, n) which is a space with
boundaries.



Example of configuration

✤ G(3,6) example

The Positive Grassmannian

I Back to 6pt example:

I Linear dependencies: fix points 1, 2, 3,

c4 = a34c3 c5 = a25c2 + a35c3

c6 = a16c1 + zc5 = a16c1 + za25c5 + za35c5

C =

0

@
1 0 0 0 0 a16
0 1 0 0 a25 za25
0 0 1 a34 a35 za35

1

A

I This is 5-dimensional cell in G(3, 6).



Example of stratification

✤ Boundaries: deformed special configurations

✤ Positivity: linear relations between consecutive points

✤ In the differential form: taking residues at z=0

The Positive Grassmannian

I Positive part of G(k, n): convex configurations of points.
I Top cell in the Grassmannian (no constraint imposed) !
configuration of n generic points in Pk�1.

I Stratification of the space is nicely provided by imposing linear
dependencies between consecutive points

This corresponds to sending minors of G+(k, n) to zero.
I Boundaries preserve convexity: all minors of G+(k, n) stay
positive (except the ones sent to zero).



Differential forms

✤ GL(k) invariant form: all boundaries accessible 

✤ For higher k composite residues 

✤ Dlog form: fix parametrization of C-matrix

⌦ =
1

VolGL(3)

dn⇥kC↵a

(123)(234)(345) . . . (n12)

(xy � z)
z=0��! xy

⌦ =
df1
f1

df2
f2

. . .
dfd
fd

Poles manifest
Not all boundaries accessible

in a given parametrization



Back to amplitude

✤ Recursion relations

Mtree
6 = + +

0

@
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤

1

A

0

@
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤

1

A

0

@
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ ⇤

1

A

m123 = 0 m345 = 0m561 = 0

invariant information



Amplituhedron

✤ On-shell diagrams triangulate the bigger object which 
represents the scattering amplitude: Amplituhedron

✤ New topological definition using winding number

✤ Stratification & boundary structure and more 

(Arkani-Hamed, JT 2013)

Y I
↵ = C↵aZ

I
a

C↵a 2 G+(k, n)
ZI
a 2 M+(n, n+ 4)

Y 2 G(k, k + 4)

tree

(Arkani-Hamed, Thomas, JT 2017)

(Karp, Williams, Zhang 2016, 2017)



Non-planar on-shell diagrams



From physics

✤ Defined as gluing together 3pt amplitudes = cuts of 
non-planar loop integrands

✤ Many of the properties survive but not all



What we know

What survives What is lost

We can associate the 
Grassmannian matrix

It is not a cell in positive 
Grassmannian, no ordering

Dlog form makes sense

Identity moves The might be more moves

It is a space with boundaries,
we can erase edges

We do not know what
is the associated geometry

Many different top cells



Non-planar configurations

✤ No positivity - no ordering

✤ General configuration of points with linear 
dependencies

✤ Described by matroid - hard problem, accidental 
relations: e.g. Pappus’s hexagon theorem

✤ Idea: on-shell diagrams give some very special subset



MHV case: G(2,n)

✤ There is one case we understand well

✤ Reduced diagrams (all variables localized from delta 
functions)

✤ We refer to it as “MHV leading singularities”

✤ Coefficients of polylogs in the loop amplitudes

C =

✓
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ ⇤ . . . ⇤ ⇤

◆
2 G(2, n)

(ab) = habi

(Arkani-Hamed, Bourjaily, Cachazo, Postnikov, JT 2014)



✤ Counting: there are (n-2) black vertices

✤ Consider triples: connect black vertex to external legs

 

Triplets

Let us now show that n= nW 0 , which implies that there are no black-to-black

internal edges. Let us say the number of white multi-vertices is n+q; we want to

show that q=0. From the definition of k,

k = 2nB + nW 0 � nI = 2nB + (n+ q)� nI = 3nB + 2 + q � nI , (2.5)

from which we see that for k = 2, 3nB = nI q. But 3nB � nI on general grounds,

and so we must have that q=0, and hence 3nB=nI . Because q=0, there is one leg

connected to each white multi-vertex (nW 0 =n); and because 3nB=nI , there can be

no black-to-black internal edges. Thus every black vertex connects to precisely three

external legs via white multi-vertices, as we wanted to prove.

Therefore, any MHV (k = 2) on-shell diagram corresponding to an ordinary

function of the external data (n�=0) with kinematical support will involve precisely

(n 2) black vertices, each of which is attached to exactly three external legs via

white vertices. Thus, we can label any such diagram by a set T consisting of triplets

⌧ 2T of leg labels for each of the (n 2) black vertices.

We can illustrate how this labeling works with the following examples:

⇢
(1 2 4)

(2 3 4)

� 8
<

:

(1 2 3)

(1 3 4)

(1 3 5)

9
=

; (2.6)

8
>>><

>>>:

(1 2 3)

(2 5 6)

(3 4 6)

(4 5 1)

9
>>>=

>>>;

8
>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>:

(1 2 4)

(1 8 9)

(2 9 3)

(3 6 4)

(4 6 5)

(6 8 7)

(6 9 8)

9
>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>;

(2.7)

Notice that because there is no preferred way to order the external legs of a non-

planar diagram, there is no preferred way to order the triples. And so while we

have chosen a particular ordering for each triple in the examples above, these choices

should be viewed as completely arbitrary.
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✤ For each diagram we associate

✤ We can solve for edge variables near any black vertex

✤ And after few steps we get

MHV leading singularities2.3 Grassmannian Representations of MHV On-Shell Functions

As described in ref. [7], any on-shell diagram � of N = 4 SYM corresponds to an

on-shell function f� that can be computed in terms of an auxiliary Grassmannian

C2G(k, n) according to,

f� =

Z
⌦C �k⇥4

�
C ·e⌘

�
�k⇥2

�
C ·e�

�
�2⇥(n�k)

�
�·C?�, (2.8)

where ⌦C is a volume form on the configuration C with strictly logarithmic singular-

ities. When expressed in terms of edge-variables ↵i associated with the graph, C(↵)

is determined by boundary measurements, and ⌦C=dlog(↵1)^· · ·^ dlog(↵d).

For any leading singularity of an MHV (k = 2) amplitude, C(↵) is a (2n 4)-

dimensional subspace, and so ⌦C is a top-dimensional form on G(2, n). Thus, the

(2n 4) constraints �2⇥(n�2)
�
�·C?� entirely localize the 2-plane C(↵) to be identical

to the 2-plane �. Let us now describe how these constraints directly provide us with

a formula for f� in terms of the triples ⌧ 2T which label the graph.

Each black vertex of the diagram encodes a linear relation among the three

external �’s attached to it. Thus, a vertex labeled by the triple (⌧1 ⌧2 ⌧3) 2 T is

associated with the following contribution to (2.8):

(⌧1 ⌧2 ⌧3) ) 1

vol(GL(1))

d↵⌧1

↵⌧1

d↵⌧2

↵⌧2

d↵⌧3

↵⌧3

�2⇥1
�
�⌧1↵⌧1 + �⌧2↵⌧2 + �⌧3↵⌧3

�
, (2.9)

where “1/vol(GL(1))” is an instruction to eliminate any one of the redundant ↵’s.

(The reason for introducing such a redundancy here is that it makes all the singu-

larities arising from the vertex manifest.)

These �-functions are very easy to integrate, as each encodes an instance of the

unique three-term identity satisfied by generic two-dimensional vectors:

�⌧1h⌧2 ⌧3i+ �⌧2h⌧3 ⌧1i+ �⌧3h⌧1 ⌧2i = 0; (2.10)

from this, we see that on the support of the �-functions,

{↵⌧1 ,↵⌧2 ,↵⌧3} 7! {↵⇤
⌧1 ,↵

⇤
⌧2 ,↵

⇤
⌧3} = {h⌧2 ⌧3i, h⌧3 ⌧1i, h⌧1 ⌧2i}. (2.11)

Because this argument is repeated for each triple ⌧ 2T , it provides us with an explicit

representative of the plane C?(~↵⇤) satisfying the constraints �2(n�2)
�
�·C?(~↵)

�
.

Combining the contributions to (2.8) from each black vertex, we find the following

expression for the leading singularity:

f� =
Y

⌧2T

✓
1

h⌧1⌧2ih⌧2⌧3ih⌧3 ⌧1i

◆
�2⇥4

�
C(~↵⇤)·e⌘

�
�2⇥2

�
C(~↵⇤)·e�

�
. (2.12)

Notice, however, that the �-functions in this expression imposing supermomentum

conservation are not written in their standard form. Indeed, although C(~↵⇤) and �

are equivalent as 2-planes in n dimensions, they can di↵er by a GL(2) transformation.

(Once we have chosen a Lorentz-frame, � does not correspond to a ‘2-plane’, but

rather a (2⇥n) matrix.) To bring the expression (2.12) to its standard form requires

a “gauge-fixing” factor—a Jacobian— relating the two:
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f� =
 2

Q
⌧2T h⌧1⌧2ih⌧2⌧3ih⌧3⌧1i

�2⇥4(� · e⌘)�2⇥2(� · e�)



✤ The numerator is

MHV leading singularities

Following the same procedure for the 6-particle example of (2.7), we see that

8
>>><

>>>:

(1 2 3)

(2 5 6)

(3 4 6)

(4 5 1)

9
>>>=

>>>;
) C?(~↵⇤) ⌘

1 2 3 4 5 60

BBB@

h2 3i h3 1i h1 2i 0 0 0

0 h5 6i 0 0 h6 2i h2 5i
0 0 h4 6i h6 3i 0 h3 4i

h4 5i 0 0 h5 1i h1 4i 0

1

CCCA
,

from which we see that  =
�
h34ih51ih62i+h14ih25ih63i

�2
, allowing us to write:

=

�
h34ih51ih62i+h14ih25ih63i

�2

h12ih23ih31ih25ih56ih62ih34ih46ih63ih45ih51ih14i . (2.18)

And finally, for the 9-particle example of (2.7), we find the formula:

=

�
h91ih32ih46i h16ih43ih29i

�2

h12ih24ih41ih18ih91ih29ih93ih32ih36ih43ih65ih54ih87ih76ih69i .

(2.19)

3. Extended Positivity in the Grassmannian

The formula given above for any MHV leading singularity, (2.15), is remarkably concise

and directly encodes all its singularities. But there is a beautiful fact that is obscured by

such compact expressions: although the collection of possible on-shell functions grows very

rapidly in number and complexity with the number of external legs, it turns out that all

such functions can be expanded as a positive sum—with all coe�cients 1—of planar on-

shell functions involving di↵erently ordered legs. This fact is best understood in terms of a

generalized notion of positivity for the geometry of the auxiliary Grassmannian associated

with the graph through equation (2.8).
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 =
det(Mab)

habi where Mab = C?
red

delete two columns



✤ This is an analogue of

MHV leading singularities
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1

h12ih23ih34ih45ih56ih61i



Parke-Taylor basis

✤ There is a natural set of these functions

✤ Any function can be written linear combination with +1,0

✤ Sum over all PTs which respect ordering of all triplets

PT (�) =
1

h�1�2ih�2�3ih�3�4i . . . h�n�1i

f� =
X

k

PT (�k)



Parke-Taylor basis

However, the region of G(2, 4) we associate with this on-shell function changes impor-

tantly if we choose to reorient either of the two black vertices. For example, by changing

the orientation of the first black vertex from (1 3 4) to (1 4 3), the constraints would no

longer fix the cyclic ordering of all the �’s:

(
(1 4 3)

(3 2 4)

)

,
8
>><

>>:
or

9
>>=

>>;

PT (1, 4, 3, 2) , PT (1, 2, 4, 3)

(3.8)

As illustrated above, cyclically ordering the legs so that (1 4 3) and (3 2 4) are correctly or-

dered allows for two possible overall orderings: (1 4 3 2) or (1 2 4 3). Because the constraints

on overall ordering are weaker, the region of G(2, 4) associated with this function is larger

than a single positive region. And we now have a geometric basis for the identity:

�PT (1, 3, 2, 4) = PT (1, 4, 3, 2) + PT (1, 2, 4, 3). (3.9)

(Here, the minus sign follows from the reorientation of a single triple according to, (3.5).)

More generally, there can be many orderings of the external legs consistent with a

choice of orientation for each triple. When this is the case, the combined region will span

more than one of the di↵erent positive parts of G(2, n)—those for which all the triples

are cyclically ordered correctly. Because the boundary of the combined region exactly

corresponds to the boundary determined by the triples, we know the volume form in (2.8)

is cohomological to the positive sum of positroid volume forms. Expressed in terms of

functions of the external kinematical data:

ef� =
X

{�2(Sn/Zn)|8⌧ 2T :�⌧1<�⌧2<�⌧3}

PT (�1, . . . ,�n), (3.10)

where Sn/Zn denotes the set of cyclically-inequivalent permutations, and the sum is taken

over all �2(Sn/Zn) for which each triple ⌧ 2T is cyclically ordered correctly.

This identity is quite non-trivial. Let’s illustrate it for the 6-particle leading singularity

written explicitly in (2.18). For one choice of how to order each triple, we see that the

compact expression becomes the sum of seven Parke-Taylor factors as follows:

T ⌘{(1 2 3), (2 5 6), (3 4 6), (4 5 1)}

= PT (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) + PT (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3)

+PT (1, 4, 2, 5, 6, 3) + PT (1, 4, 5, 6, 2, 3)

+PT (1, 4, 6, 2, 3, 5) + PT (1, 4, 6, 2, 5, 3)

+PT (1, 6, 2, 3, 4, 5)

(3.11)

Notice that each of the triples ⌧ 2T are cyclically ordered correctly in each of the Parke-

Taylor factors above. Changing the orientation of the last two triples, we could have
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Towards full understanding

✤ Full understanding of G(2,n) not yet achieved:

✤ What is the special about these combinations of PT?

✤ What is the geometry of the space?

✤ Surprising statements about non-planar amplitudes

PT (�) corresponds to G+(2, n) with a given ordering

The set of all G+(2, n) nail the whole G(2,n)

(Cachazo 2017) (Early 2017)

(Arkani-Hamed, Bourjaily, Cachazo, JT 2014) (Bern, Herrmann, Litsey, Stankowicz, JT 2014, 2015)



What is known about G(3,6)



New structures

✤ G(3,n) and higher: not linear combinations of 

✤ G(3,5) is dual to G(2,5): G(3,6) first really new case

✤ New types of poles in the 

G+(3, n)

f�

(123)(456)� (124)(356)

(124)(135)� (123)(145) = (125)(134)



Complete classification
A. Representative On-Shell Diagrams for Top-Forms of G(3, 6)
We have found 24 permutation (and parity) inequivalent, top-dimensional on-shell

varieties for G(3, 6). These forms, labeled ⌦i, are given below together with the strat-

ification numbers and representative on-shell diagrams for each. Machine-readable

details for each archetype are provided as part of this work’s submission files to the

arXiv, in the file g36 top form data.txt.

⌦1 strat. numbers: {1,6,21,56,114,180,215,180,90,20} � = 1

1

(123)(234)(345)(456)(561)(612)

⌦2 strat. numbers: {1,7,27,83,166,239,249,190,90,20} � = 6

(235)

(123)(136)(156)(234)(245)(256)(345)

⌦3 strat. numbers: {1,8,30,98,198,274,268,195,90,20} � = 8

(235)2

(123)(135)(156)(234)(236)(245)(256)(345)

⌦4 strat. numbers: {1,8,34,116,215,282,271,196,90,20} � = 11

(135)(145)

(123)(125)(134)(136)(156)(245)(345)(456)

⌦5 strat. numbers: {1,9,36,138,252,315,288,201,90,20} � = 16

(135)3

(123)(125)(134)(136)(145)(156)(235)(345)(356)

⌦6 strat. numbers: {1,9,38,122,236,309,285,199,90,20} � = 9

(145)(235)2

(123)(125)(135)(156)(234)(236)(245)(345)(456)
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(Bourjaily, Franco, Galloni, Wen 2016)



Complete classification

⌦13 strat. numbers: {1,9,40,147,271,332,294,201,90,20} � = 13

(145)2(234)2

(123)(124)(134)(146)(235)(245)(345)(456)(14(23)
\
(56))

⌦14 strat. numbers: {1,7,25,93,186,259,260,193,90,20} � = 10

(125)3

(123)(124)(135)(156)(245)(256)(4(12)
\
(35)(16)

\
(25))

⌦15 strat. numbers: {1,7,29,103,206,281,272,196,90,20} � = 9

(125)(235)2

(123)(135)(156)(234)(245)(256)(6(15)
\
(23)(25)

\
(34))

⌦16 strat. numbers: {1,5,26,94,187,259,260,193,90,20} � = 7

(123)(146)

(124)(165)(236)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(34))

⌦17 strat. numbers: {1,6,31,116,220,288,275,197,90,20} � = 10

(124)(234)(235)

(123)(134)(245)(256)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(25)

\
(34))

⌦18 strat. numbers: {1,7,39,151,280,341,299,202,90,20} � = 12

(123)2(145)(146)2(234)

(124)(134)(156)(236)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(24))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(34))

– 23 –

(Bourjaily, Franco, Galloni, Wen 2016)



From forms to geometry

✤ From the differential form: determine singularities

A. Representative On-Shell Diagrams for Top-Forms of G(3, 6)
We have found 24 permutation (and parity) inequivalent, top-dimensional on-shell

varieties for G(3, 6). These forms, labeled ⌦i, are given below together with the strat-

ification numbers and representative on-shell diagrams for each. Machine-readable

details for each archetype are provided as part of this work’s submission files to the

arXiv, in the file g36 top form data.txt.

⌦1 strat. numbers: {1,6,21,56,114,180,215,180,90,20} � = 1

1

(123)(234)(345)(456)(561)(612)

⌦2 strat. numbers: {1,7,27,83,166,239,249,190,90,20} � = 6

(235)
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(135)(145)

(123)(125)(134)(136)(156)(245)(345)(456)

⌦5 strat. numbers: {1,9,36,138,252,315,288,201,90,20} � = 16

(135)3

(123)(125)(134)(136)(145)(156)(235)(345)(356)

⌦6 strat. numbers: {1,9,38,122,236,309,285,199,90,20} � = 9

(145)(235)2

(123)(125)(135)(156)(234)(236)(245)(345)(456)
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The Positive Grassmannian

I Positive part of G(k, n): convex configurations of points.
I Top cell in the Grassmannian (no constraint imposed) !
configuration of n generic points in Pk�1.

I Stratification of the space is nicely provided by imposing linear
dependencies between consecutive points

This corresponds to sending minors of G+(k, n) to zero.
I Boundaries preserve convexity: all minors of G+(k, n) stay
positive (except the ones sent to zero).

Convex geometry, positive Grassmannian,……

A. Representative On-Shell Diagrams for Top-Forms of G(3, 6)
We have found 24 permutation (and parity) inequivalent, top-dimensional on-shell

varieties for G(3, 6). These forms, labeled ⌦i, are given below together with the strat-

ification numbers and representative on-shell diagrams for each. Machine-readable

details for each archetype are provided as part of this work’s submission files to the

arXiv, in the file g36 top form data.txt.

⌦1 strat. numbers: {1,6,21,56,114,180,215,180,90,20} � = 1

1

(123)(234)(345)(456)(561)(612)

⌦2 strat. numbers: {1,7,27,83,166,239,249,190,90,20} � = 6

(235)

(123)(136)(156)(234)(245)(256)(345)

⌦3 strat. numbers: {1,8,30,98,198,274,268,195,90,20} � = 8

(235)2

(123)(135)(156)(234)(236)(245)(256)(345)

⌦4 strat. numbers: {1,8,34,116,215,282,271,196,90,20} � = 11

(135)(145)

(123)(125)(134)(136)(156)(245)(345)(456)

⌦5 strat. numbers: {1,9,36,138,252,315,288,201,90,20} � = 16

(135)3

(123)(125)(134)(136)(145)(156)(235)(345)(356)

⌦6 strat. numbers: {1,9,38,122,236,309,285,199,90,20} � = 9

(145)(235)2
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⌦13 strat. numbers: {1,9,40,147,271,332,294,201,90,20} � = 13

(145)2(234)2

(123)(124)(134)(146)(235)(245)(345)(456)(14(23)
\
(56))

⌦14 strat. numbers: {1,7,25,93,186,259,260,193,90,20} � = 10

(125)3

(123)(124)(135)(156)(245)(256)(4(12)
\
(35)(16)

\
(25))

⌦15 strat. numbers: {1,7,29,103,206,281,272,196,90,20} � = 9

(125)(235)2

(123)(135)(156)(234)(245)(256)(6(15)
\
(23)(25)

\
(34))

⌦16 strat. numbers: {1,5,26,94,187,259,260,193,90,20} � = 7

(123)(146)

(124)(165)(236)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(34))

⌦17 strat. numbers: {1,6,31,116,220,288,275,197,90,20} � = 10

(124)(234)(235)

(123)(134)(245)(256)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(25)

\
(34))

⌦18 strat. numbers: {1,7,39,151,280,341,299,202,90,20} � = 12

(123)2(145)(146)2(234)

(124)(134)(156)(236)(14(23)
\
(56))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(24))(6(14)

\
(23)(15)

\
(34))
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Do these forms represent any geometry?

(JT is thinking about it, input welcome)



Non-planar configurations

✤ The idea is that there are other nice subsets of G(k,n) 
similar to positive Grassmannian

✤ They are defined by inequalities - can they be 
interpreted as special configuration of points? 

(123)(456)� (124)(356) = (12X) X = (34) \ (56)where

1
2 3

4

5 6



✤ Task: find the configuration of six points which will 
have exactly the boundaries from the denominator

✤ Do not know about general mechanism how to do it

✤ One useful approach: start with planar diagrams and 
turn them into non-planar by identifying legs

✤ Easy to show: n->n-2, k->k-1

Non-planar configurations



Example: G(4,8)->G(3,6)



Example: G(4,8)->G(3,6)



Example: G(4,8)->G(3,6)



Example: G(4,8)->G(3,6)

X = (12) \ (67)

Y = (23) \ (5X)

(1Y 7) = 0

(157)(123)(267)� (167)(235)(127) = 0



Few comments

✤ This analysis can be done for any diagram but there is 
not any systematic approach so far

✤ Natural question: how complicated the geometry of 
points can get?

✤ Different approach to non-planar on-shell diagrams: 
using matroid and matching polytopes

(Franco, Galloni, Mariotti 2014, 2015)



Conclusion

✤ Plabic graphs/on-shell diagrams in planar sector: 
positive Grassmannian - connection to physics

✤ Non-planar graphs: what is the geometry? 
classification of diagrams, stratification of the space

✤ Mathematical structures should be closely related to 
properties of non-planar scattering amplitudes



Thank you for your attention


